Slack, Teams, Texts
& More
We’ve been handling the data from
collaboration tools for years. Now we’ve
built a tool that makes it easy.

An App to Integrate Apps
Trustpoint has developed a new Relativity App for
integrating collaboration data. It works with Slack,
Teams, Text Messages, What’s App, Hangouts, and
more. Basically any method that companies (or
individuals) use to communicate can be seamlessly
integrated into your Relativity environment.

Your Data Your Way
It’s all about control and customization. Every ESI
requirement is different and our tool was designed
with this in mind. Because our solution is metadata aware, you’ll have complete control over
sorting and filtering information. You can view and
group your data in any way that makes sense for
your case. And with our AI integration, identifying
key material is faster and more efficient than ever.

Robust Filtering
Sort your data by date, channel, user,
keyword, attachment or recipient.

AI Integration
Locate what matters faster. All collaboration
data is integrated into our AI technology.

Dynamic Processing
Lightning fast processing because we don’t
use looped data.

Assign Groups
Review your data by grouping together in
the way that makes the most sense for you.

Export Anywhere
Export into RSMF, PDF, mHTML, or
traditional eDiscovery format.

Clear, Easy Formatting

Data is only as good as your ability to use it. Everything in our collaboration
tool is designed with this in mind. With clear presentation and straightforward
commands, you can view all your text, chat and images in context. Easily sort,
group, search, and filter by user, keyword, attachment, and more.

Customized, As Always
We don’t just hand you a piece of software
and call it a day. At Trustpoint, our service is
every bit as customizable as our software.
We’ll work with you to set up the right
process with the right training to make sure
your case runs as smoothly as possible.
Basically, our job is to make your job easier.
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Text Display Options in Relativity
Using our proprietary collaboration tool, you can
display text messages in a variety of formats.

View in PDF Format for a visually accurate
display of text conversations in context. View
full conversation, by day, or by message.

Use Relativity Short Message Format (RSMF)
for each conversation to be split up as one
message per document.

Use RSMF to display full conversation with
timeline report.

Use RSMF to display conversation per day.
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